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I could say i have a sort of love/hate relationship with grindcore, mostly because when its well made, it’s
completely and utterly awesome, but most of the times its just an amalgam of noise and not in the good sense,

Kingcrow ‑ Insider

also i could say i have the same feeling with electronic music in general, so when Aaron Specter‘s Drumcorps
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Bloodshed ‑ Inhabitants of Dis

pulls this “Grist” saying it’s a mixing of grindcore and breakcore… i tend to take it with a grain of salt.
It all starts up with “Botch Up and Die” and it’s pretty grindcore, kinda of a homage to Botch, with the eccentric
guitars over a grind blast beat, its not only amusing but quite groovy, nicely done, “Down” is kinda dance meets
noisecore with distorted samples and guitars into the mix, okkk, “Pig Destroyer Destroyer” has some nice
drumming building to a slowed down chopped distorted noise ﬁlled beat … are we making fun of Pig Destroyer?,
is this supposed to be a compliment or a satire, anyway it all builds up to a distorted guitar breakcore fest,
mixing real life drumming with beats and distortion….
“Terrible Things” tsss is a kind of atmospheric interlude to build up “Forgive and Forget” going heavy on the
guitars and groove breakdown, pretty awesome beats and catchy samples, it all works pretty well, even with the
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constant distortion and changes of pace (i guess it’s the point…right), it all goes ﬂat at about 2/3 in… letting it
die with echoes and guitar feedback, then it goes into “Grainbeast” that just builds on that feedback… working
as another interlude to “Saddest RMX” and back to a more pure form of grindcore, great variety of beats and of
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mixing them up, but yet short simple and to the point, i liked it, “Incarnate” brings us home to … Amen Break

gbegzrcmdw on Maple Cross –

thrash metal, pretty good, i like the old school feel… you can even headbang in the end muahahah

Next Chapter

land, old school beats and simple samples…. that get worked up and mingled into some form of breakcore

“Worse” starts with some drum work to some spaced out samples, well it feels like another intro to “Time” that
builds from the last track into a smooth beat guitar work, that is until it goes all out into grindcore planet, what i
like about this is that even when something doesn’t sound that good… it doesn’t matter, since nothing stays on
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loop for long, and the diversity is very well mixed together… then the last track “Grist” again gives a toned down
funky beat … joined later with guitars and sampled vocals, still pretty groovy, the track goes on with diﬀerent
mixing of the same samples, giving them more speed or power, but keeping the same rhythm, it’s pretty nice,
until it eventually dies down.
One things is for sure, you have to listen to this from start to ﬁnish, at ﬁrst i tried a couple of tracks and i didn’t
know what to think of it, now that i’ve listen to it a couple of times, i can say that this is one funky album, its

Bestefar on By Night –

good for the headbanger metal head that likes it hard and fast, and good for the breakcore noisecore crowd, i

Sympathy for Tomorrow

enjoyed it… so if your into this kind of music or you want to try something with a bit of an aftertaste, than give
this album a go ^^
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You can get it on Amazon! Drumcorps – Grist
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